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170 years ago, Felix Adler, founder
of the Ethical Society was born
The son of a German rabbi in New York moved beyond Reform Judaism and
founded the Ethical Culture movement. Adler's Ethical Culture has had an
impact on Europe too and still inspires one of the most enduring humanist
communities in the US.
Felix Adler was born on August 13, 1851, in
Alzey, Rhineland-Hesse, Germany. Social justice
was the creed of his upbringing and a core
element of Reform Judaism. His father, Samuel
Adler, was a rabbi who followed the call to
Temple Emanu-El in New York in 1857. The six
year old Felix Adler attended New York
schools. In 1870, he studied at Columbia
University and later in Berlin, Germany, at
Humboldt University1 but also under Abraham
Geiger, the pioneer of Reform Judaism and
friend of Samuel Adler. Geiger lectured in a
The house in Alzey, Germany
where
Felix Adler was born. A plaque
building that today is named Leo Baeck House
commemorates Adler since 2014.
where the Central Council of Jews in Germany
Foto: Heribert Bechen / Flickr.com
Licence: (CC BY-SA 2.0)
have their headquarters. In 1873, Felix Adler
received his PhD in Semitics from Heidelberg University. 2 Originally, he was
preparing for a career as a rabbi in New York, but that didn't happen.
1 Between 1828 and 1949, Humboldt University was named Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität.
2 Esther Lifshitz; “Let Our Little People Go Free:” Felix Adler’s Campaign for Social Justice in the Progressive Era;
Senior Thesis HIST C4399; Department of History, Columbia University; April 12, 2010
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Felix Adler's first and only sermon does not mention God
On October 11, 1873, Adler delivered his only sermon Judaism of the Future in
the temple in which his father worked as Senior Rabbi. After Adler's sermon, the
congregation asked him whether he believed in God at all. Adler replied, “yes,
but not in your God,” which explains why he couldn’t accept the ministry. During
this time of his life, Adler viewed God as a force that enables people to redress
the injustices in the world.
“Deed before creed.” Acting responsibly is more important than religious belief
On May 15, 1876, Felix Adler gave the founding
address of the Ethical Society in New York. He
argued against prayers and religious rituals.
Instead, the community meetings of the Ethical
Society were “to consist of a lecture mainly, and,
as a pleasing and grateful auxiliary, of music to
elevate the heart and give rest to the feelings.”
The lectures attempted to “illustrate the history
of human aspirations, its monitions and its
examples; to trace the origin of many of those
errors of the past whose poisonous tendrils still
cling to the life of the present, but also to exhibit There are 28 Ethical Societies today.
The American Ethical Union
its pure and bright examples, and so to enrich
is their umbrella organization.
the little sphere of our earthly existence by
Internet: www.aeu.org
showing the grander connections.” It was also
the “object of the lecturers to set forth a standard of duty, to discuss our
practical duties in the practical present, to make clear the responsibilities which
our nature as moral beings imposes upon us in view of the political and social
evils of our age, and also to dwell upon those high and tender consolations.”
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Felix Adler was a pioneer in the field of practical ethics
In 1877, Adler's Ethical Society established the
first visiting nurse service to operate without a
religious mission attached to it.3 Adler's
criticism of the accommodation of migrant
families led “to the formation of the Sanitation
Commission of the 10th Ward in the Lower
East Side, and, as a member of the Tenement
House Commission, he proposed the first
state-subsidized model tenement housing to
replace the slums."4 In 1877, Adler founded
the first free kindergarten for working-class
families in the US. In 1878, he added a primary
Felix Adler was in his mid 20s, when
school. These days, all 12 grades can be he founded the Ethical Society and
started his social reforms.
attended. Today, however, the Ethical Culture
Fieldston School is an elite private educational
institution that charges more than $4,800 per month for tuition, while only 22 %
of students are able to benefit from in-house funding.
But back to the 19th century: in 1886, Adler's colleague Stanton Coit (1857 –
1944) founded the first University Settlement House based on a British model in
the US. In 1896, Coit also founded the forerunner association of what later
becomes Humanists UK. In 1888 Adler's wife Helen (1859 – 1948, née Goldmark)
and five other mothers founded the Society for the Study of Child Nature. It
became the Child Study Association of America, which was dedicated to research
and communicate the needs of children until the 1970s. In 1889, the Ethical
Society founded an organization that sought to improve the living conditions of
disabled children. Later, it became the Blythedale Children's Hospital. It still
3 Chuman; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1UqPqaGaH9g
4 Lifshitz; page 32
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exists today. In 1902, Adler became Professor for political and social ethics at
Columbia University. From 1904 to 1921, he was chairman of the National Child
Labor Committee in the US. In 1909, the Ethical Society played a supporting role
in the founding of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP). In 1911, based on Adler's remarks, the First Universal Races
Congress took place in London. Adler attended this anti-racism conference as an
US-representative, joined by participants from more than 50 countries.
Felix Adler shaped social culture in Germany
In 1892, Adler traveled to Berlin. On May 7, he gave a speech at the Victoria
Lyceum. Adler called for Ethical Societies to be founded. Here in Berlin, Wilhelm
Julius Foerster (1832 – 1921) and some 40 other people answered his call. 5 On
October 19, 1892, Foerster announced the founding of the Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Ethische Kultur (DGEK)6. It was "the first relevant association
that tried to establish general moral lessons in schools," 7 writes the BerlinBrandenburg chapter of the German Humanist Association. In 1903, the DGEK
founded the Deutsche Zentralinstitut für soziale Fragen (DZI). Translated, that
means: German Central Institute for Social Issues. Chairwoman was the
women's rights activist and social reformer Jeanette Schwerin (1852 – 1899).
The DZI still exists today. It collects and communicates information from social
institutions in order to provide better and transparent social service in Germany.
However, the German Society for Ethical Culture didn't survive Nazi Germany.
Adler himself died on April 24, 1933. He was spared having to witness the ethical
nightmare that followed soon after in the country where he was born.

5 see also: Groschopp, Horst; Die drei berühmten Foersters und die ethische Kultur, Humanismus in Berlin um 1900; Urania

6
7

Reihe: Humanismus | Mit dem Humanistischen Verband Deutschlands LV Berlin; 6.5.2008; last viewed on 8.11.2021:
https://humanistisch.de/sites/humanistisch.de/files/humanistischer-verband-berlinbrandenburg/docs/2021/02/horst_groschopp_die_drei_beruehmten_foersters_und_die_ethische_kultur.pdf
in translation: German Society for Ethical Culture
see also: Dr. Alexander Bischkopf; Der lange Weg in die Schule; HVD Berlin-Brandenburg, 2017; last viewed on 8.11.2021:
https://humanistisch.de/x/lebenskunde-bb/inhalte/der-lange-weg-die-schule
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What is Felix Adler's legacy?
Felix Adler's thoughts and work derived from German-Jewish cultural history.
Reform Judaism, with its sense of social justice, is inextricably linked with
humanism. Adler's writings are standard works on practical ethics. The actions
that followed his words speak for themselves.
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